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ETL Developer
Dev - 204
All Levels
Washington DC Metro Area/NoVA
Fully-cleared with TS/SCI Poly-level immediate openings
Candidates eligible to be sponsored for TS/SCI Poly level posion

IMT Soluons, Corp. is currently hiring Junior-to SME-level ETL developers for immediate openings for posions 
located in the Washington DC Metro and Northern Virginia area. Addionally, we are seeking candidates that 
are interested in being sponsored for a clearance. To be considered; all candidates must be a U.S. cizen, have 
a current Clearance or have the ability to obtain a clearance.

If interested in one of our immediate openings or a sponsorship please email careers@imtsolutons-corp.com

Responsibilies
 Selected candidates will be responsible for transforming constantly evolving large data feeds into alternate
 formats through the use of various technologies and tools. The preferred candidates will have experience and
 skills in the analysis and processing of structured and unstructured data. Candidates with a breadth of
 engineering technical skills and experience who are capable of designing and deploying soluons will excel in
 these posions.

    Skills (mandatory need will be based on years of experience)
  1. BS in Computer Science, Engineering or IT field desired, or equivalent work experience
  2. Demonstrated on-the-job experience developing with Java, C++, Groovy, shell scipng, Python, and Scala
  3. Experience with data warehousing tools and technologies
  4. Excellent understanding of DB fundamentals - SQL, database design and modeling principles
  5. Experience using ETL tools (e.g. Pentaho, Informaca, DataStage, Talend or equivalent tools)
  6. Experience working in UNIX/Linux operang system envrionments

   Oponal Skills
  1. Previous work assignments in Agile Scrum development environments
  2. Experience with AWS
  3. Demonstrated on-job-experience working with distributed compung technologies (e.g. Hadoop, HBase,
    Cassandra, ElascSearch, Apache Spark and Greenplum)

All qualified applicants will receive consideraon for employment without regard to race, color, religion, 
sex, sexual orientaon, gender identy, or naonal origin.


